3) Electronic Ordering -Simple online ordering system 4) Early Release Program -Immediate availability guarantee 5) Cataloging -We do the busy-work for you 6) Comprehensive Reporting -Up-to-the-minute order status My only experience with Elsevier is having to pass on many products because it takes so much of our scant resources. The content is fine, of course; it is just the king's ransom we must pay to make Elsevier materials accessible requires us to say no, more often than not.
And that brings us, finally, to the leopard and its spots. Can he change them?
I suppose the best answer for now is that there is a first time for everything. Even for Elsevier. What is needed to prove the right to perpetual access? Will a hard copy of an invoice be required or will a screen shot from a purchasing system suffice? If the invoice did not itemize the titles, will a title list be acceptable?
Little Red Herrings
• Updating and managing title lists Title lists, especially for big deals or memberships, may change, so keeping a copy of the list each year is important. An Excel list of the titles is helpful to facilitate comparisons with other lists. Ideally, one title list will reflect the net changes for the year and a separate list will note just the changes for the year.
Combined multi-year lists with all titles and changes included in one list with columns to indicate the license year, date, and coverage for when a title is added or taken over, ceased, sold/ transferred, title changed, etc.
• Publisher and platform changes
Past publisher information is important to preserve for orders. Librarians need to know who the previous and/or next publishers are and whether content will remain on the previous platform or move to the new publisher's platform.
Transfer digest provides helpful information and an example can be found here: http://www.niso.org/workrooms/transfer/ notifications/. Librarians are trying to find ways to save this information each year in order to preserve it.
• Link resolvers and title changes
Link resolvers can display each title and the sources in which it is accessible. Librarians sometimes add notes about perpetual access to titles in link resolvers. There is the potential for titles or notes to disappear from link resolvers when vendors update content or make system changes.
Tracking perpetual access for title changes is more difficult if publisher platforms, title lists, and link resolver knowledge bases display only the most recent title and do not reflect past title changes (perpetual access may apply to an earlier title and not a more recent title).
NOTE: PIE-J Working Group of NISO Recommended
Practices for the Presentation and Identification of E-Journals (PIE-J) urges publishers to accurately represent title histories. After reviewing the issues, the publisher and vendor representatives were asked a series of questions. Jackie Ricords, IGI Global Director of E-Resources, noted she could speak on behalf of IGI Global and other mid-size publishers. Carol Seiler from EBSCO Information Services stated she would only be able to speak on EBSCO policy, but invited other vendors in the room to contribute to the conversation with their specific details.
Perpetual/Post-Cancellation Policies & Access
How does your company provide information to customers about perpetual/post-cancellation access policies? Jackie/IGI Global: Before a subscription is placed for a package, a conversation takes place where details are disclosed. The addendum is added in the license agreement after the agreement is made. For individual journals, we work with vendors like EBSCO to ensure the details of the access are clear and available to potential purchasers. Carol/EBSCO: We have a subscription management tool called EBSCONET where you can look up title by title or at the package level to get this detail. You can also pull various reports to obtain this detail. How does your company track perpetual/post cancellation entitlements of your customers and ensure that access remains available? Jackie/IGI Global: We set up the perpetual purchase access when the title/package is ordered. It is an internal system. However, IGI Global is working on adding more information to our Librarian Corner which will allow a download of all titles and show the perpetual access. Carol/EBSCO: We have publisher and title information departments and are constantly in touch with publishers to gather information to add it to our subscription management tools as well as reports.
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